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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY -

CH AT T A NC OG A. T E*.N E s sE E 3740 t

830 Pcwer Building

November 14, 1978

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulations

Attention: Mr. S. A. Varga, Chief
Light Water Reactors Branch 50. 4
Division of Project **anagement

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccanission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Varga:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Sos. 50-327
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-328

Enclosed is TVA's response to the question from the Containment
System Eranch transmitted in your letter to Godwin Willians, Jr.,
dated August 2, 1977 This response will be incorporated into
Amendment SS to the Sequoyah Suclear Plant Final Safety Analysis
Report.

Very truly yours,

, . .k~ QLL,
VM J. E. Gilleland
y Assistant Manager of Power

Enclosure

7811166Illf |||k f
A, Ec.ai C;;cristy Em;::cyer
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Q6.56 Describe and justify the analvtical model used to conservatively determine

(CSB-1) the maximum containment temperature and pressure for a spectrum of postu-

lated main steam line breaks for various reactor power levels. Interim

staff positions regarding postulated main steam line breaks are discussed
~

in NUREG-0138, Issue No. I and NUREG-0153, Issue No. 25. Include the
..

following in the discussion:

Provide single active fa! lure analyses which specifically identifya.

those safety grade systems and components relied upon to limit

the mass and energy release and containment pressure / temperature

response. The single failure analysis should include, but not

necessarily be limited to: main steam and connected systems

isolaticn; feedwater, auxiliary feedwater, and connected systems

isolatien; feedwater, condensate, and auxiliary feedwater pump

trip, and auxiliary feedwater run-out control system; the loss of

or availability of offsite power; diesel failure when loss of

of fsite power is evaluated; and partial loss of containnent cooling2

systems,

b. Discuss and justify the assumptions made regarding the time at

which active containment heat removal systems become effective.

c. Discuss and justify the heat transfer correlation (s) (e.g., Tagami,

Uchida) used to calculate the heat transfer fron the containment
,

atmosphere to the passive heat sinks, and provide a plot of the

heat transfer coefficieat versus time for the most severe steam line

break accident analyzed.

i d. Specify and justify the temperature used in the calculation of

*condensing heat transfer to the passive heat sinks; i.e., specify

whether the saturation temperatare corresponding to the partial

- _
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pressure of the vapor, or the atmosphere temperature which may
be superheated wes used.

Discuss and justify the analytical model including the thermodynamic
e.

equaticas used to account for the removal of the condensed = ass

from the containment atmosphere due to condensing heat transfer
; to the passive heat sinks;

, f.
Provide a table of the peak values of contais.2ent at=osphere

temperature and pressure for the spectrum of break areas and

power levels analyzed;

For the case which results in the maximum containment atmosphere
g.

temperature, graphically show the containment atmosphere temperature
,

the containment liner temperature, and the containment concrete

temperature as 3 function of time. Compare the calculated contain-

ment atmosphere temperature response to the temperature profile

used in the environmental qualification program for those safety-

related instruments and mechanical components needed to mitigate

the consequences of the assumed main steam line break and effect

safety raactor shutdown;

h.
For the case which results in maximum containment atmosphere

pressure, graphically show the containment pressure as a function
of time; and

1.
For the cases.which result in the maximum containment atmosphere

pressure and temperature, provide the mass and energy release data

in tabular form.

,_ --
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j. For the iustrumentation and equipment located inside the containment

and required to (1) detect the steam line break; (2) initiate safety

systems and (3) monitor the course of the accident, provide the

following:

1. A description of the tests which were/or vill be performed to
'

show that this instrumentation and equipment are/or will be

qualified to perform their function before, during, and after

the accident. Include the spectrum of environmental conditions

for which tests werefwill be performed and state the acceptance

criteria. The instrumentation and equipment te be considered

includes, but is not limited to the following: (a) pressurizer

pressure and leve.1 sensors and transmitters; (b) steam generator

pressure cnd level sensors and transmitters; (c) main stesm

line pressure, differential pressure and flow sensars and

! transmitters; (d) primary system hot leg and cold leg temperature
l sensors and transmitters; (e) primary system pressure sensors
,

and transmitters; (g) feed water flow sensors and transmitters;
.

I

(h) containmenc pressure sensors and transmitters; (i) valvef

operators and position switches; (j) electrical cables, motors

and penetrations; (k) containment coolers. Also identify any' 4

adoitional instruments and equipment required.

2. A description of the separation and independence between

redundant sensors, cables and other equipment associated

with each steam generator and steam line.

3. A description of the independence and separation between -

each steam generator and between each steam line.

,
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Response

a. Fefer to section 6.2.1.3.11.

L. The active containment heat removal systems are the containment

spray system and the air return f ans. The air return fans begin

operation 600 seconds after a high-high containment pressure signal,

and the containment sprays begin operation 25 seconds after a

containment high-high pressure signal. The high-high containment

setpoint is 3.0 psig. The containment sprays are discussed in

FSAR section 6.2.2.2 and the air return fans in section 6.6. The

times at which these syste=s become effective in the analysis are

discussed in the response for parts c through 1.

c to 1. The response to these parts of the questiot, are contained in the

following description of the main steam line break MSLB analyses for-
,

an ice condenser plant.

MSLB ANALYSIS

Introduction

The LOTIC-3 computer code has been developed to analyze steam line breaks

in an ice condenser plant. During the development of this cceputer code,

discussion and justification of the heat transfer coefficients and of the

thermodynamic equations have been presented. Details of the LOTIC-3

computer code are given in References 1 to 3. The LOTIC-3 computer code

has been found to be acceptable for the analysis of steam line breaks

(Reference 4) with the following restrictions:
.

1. Mass and energy release rates are calculated with an approved model.

2. Complete break spectrums are analyzed.

.
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3. Convective heat flux calculations as described in Reference 2, Q7,

are performed for all break sizes.

Two separate condensation models are used by the LOTIC-3 computer. The

100% condensate revaporization model is used for large breaks, and for

small breaks the conservative 0% condensate revapori7ation and convective

heat flux models are used. As pointed out in previous LOTIC-3 submittals,

#
this position is felt to be justified. However, it has also been shown

that the small steam line break temperature transients are core severe

than large break transients, even if the large break calculations assume

no revaporization of the condensate and do not take credit for convective

heat flux (Reference 3) . Rather than performing a plant specific contain-

ment steamline break spectrum analysis for the Sequoyah plant, it will be

shown that the Watts Bar large break and generic small break design tem-

perature transients generated previously are conservative for Sequoyah.

This will be accomplished by comparing the Sequoyah containment parar eters

and the mass and energy releases to those used in the Watts Bar large

steam line break analysis and performing the same type of comparison between

the Sequoyah and the small break parameters of the generic plant. It will

I be shown that any significant differences between the Sequoyah parameterst

and the reference case are conservative.
!

|

Large Break Analysis

|
An analysis has not been done specifically for Sequoyah, but a spectrum

l
of large steam line breaks has been analyzed for the Watts Bar plant and

reported in Watts Bar FSAF section 6.2.1, which cay be referenced for

l the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. These blowdowns are dry steam blowdowns

representative of a 3425 Mwt plant with Model D steam generators operating
|
t

,

!
_ _
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a 1000 psia steam pressure. Sequoyah is a 3423 Mwt plant operating at

a steam pressure of 860 psia, and has Model 51 steam generators which

have considerably less mass inventory than Model D steam generators.

Thus the blowdowns are conservative for Sequoyah for breaks cccurring

downstream of the steam line flow restrictor. Breaks upstream of the

steam line flow restrictor have not been analyzed for Sequoyah and were

not analyzed for Watts Bar since the Watts Bar Plant had flow restrictors

integral to the steam generator shell. However, significant differences

in the temperature transient for these blowdowns are not expected, since it has

also been shoen (Reference 3) that small steam line breaks prcduce more

severe temperature transients than the large breaks, even if the large

i break calculations do not assume condensate revaporization or convective

f heat flux. Thus a re-analysis of the large steam line breaks submitted

previously for Watts Bar and now being referenced for Sequoyah cr an
!

analysis of the break upstream of the Sequoyah steam line flow restrictors'

is not necessary. Small breaks, however, must still be investigated.

Containment Parameters

The Watts Bar Plant containment parameters have been presented in Watts

Bar FSAR, section 6.2.1 and have been reproduced in Table 3. The

corresponding Sequoyah parameters have been presented in part VI of

Sequoyah FSAR Table 6-1 (in Appendix 6T) and are reproduced in Table 2.

I In order to justify the use of the Watts Bar analysis for Sequoyah, a

comparison will be made to show that the differences between the physical

data (i.e., heat sinks, sprays, etc.) are either insignificant or

conservative in nature.
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1. Containge j net free volume - The Sequoyah Plant containment volume
2i ,191,500 ft while the Watts Bar volume is 1,191,414 ft The, .

volunes are essentially the same.

2. Structural heat sinks in the major compartments (i.e., upper, lower,
,

ice condenser) - The heat sinks in the lower compartment are of

primary inportance since this is where the break occurs and

consequently has the most sevare environment. The temperatures

in the lower compartment are those which are used for the

qualification of equipment. The heat sinks in the upper and ice

condenser compartments are of secondary importance.

The lower compartment conparison illustrates that the Sequoyah and Watts

Bar heat sinks are nearly identical.

.

2The areas and volumes for the concrete of the Watts Bar Plant are 35553 ft ,

and 49867 ft compared to 35790 ft and 49755 ft for Sequoyah. The,

average concrete thickness for each of the plants are 1.40 ft for Watts

Bar and 1.39 ft for Sequoyah. For the steel heat sink comparison the

volume, or thernal penetration, does have a significant effect. The
2steel heat sink area and volume comparisons are 30770 f t and 1929 ft

2for Watts Bar compared to 30770 ft and 1920 ft for Sequoyah. The steel

heat transfer data comparison shows that the areas and volumes are

essentially identical. The heat sinks in the ice condenser are identical

for both plant cases.

The last comparison of compartment heat sinks will be the upper compart-

ment, which is also comprised of steel and concrete materials. For the

Watts Sar Plant. the concrete area and volume are 23920 ft and 32100

ft respectively, compared to 23920 ft and 24943 ft for Sequoyah.
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The steel heat transfer area and volume for Watts Bar is 60171 f t' and

3 2
4586 ft compared to 56060 ft and 2365 ft for Sequoyah. Although

the Watts Bar Plant does have a greater upper compartment structural

heat removal capability, this is of secondary importance in the analysis

since the ice condenser allows very little steam into the upper compartment,
'

( and the spray system has the capability to cool the upper compartment.

Consequently, the upper compartment's environment is not a severe one and

has little impact on the analysis.

3. Spray parameters - The spray pump flows are 4750 gpm at 95 F for

Sequoyah and 4000 gpm at 100 F for Watts Bar. Since the flows for

Sequoyah are greater and the temperature lower, application of the

Watts Bar parametecs is conservative with respect to Sequoyah.

In conclusion, the Watts Bar large steam line break temperature transients

are more conservative (result in higher calculated containment tempera-

tures) than those which would be calculated specifically for Sequoyah.

Included are tables which give the volumes, areas, caterials and a

i

; description of the compartment.

I

Snall Break

The method used for this evaluation will be the same as that used for the

large break. It will be shewn that differences between the generic con- 1

tainment parameters and blowdowns, and those for Sequcyah are either

conservative or unimportant. Rather than performing a plant specific

small steam line break calculation for Sequoyah, this evaluation will

justify that referencing the generic LOTIC-3 work is conservative.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ .- _a
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These transients were generated for a typical 4-loop. 3425 Mwt, Westing-

house design nuclear plant. Specific characteristics of the plant design

assumed when calculating these blevdowns are given in Section 3 of

Reference 5 and are representative of the Sequoyah Plant design. The

break sizes used in the LOTIC-3 report are the largest split ruptures
,

which do not generate a steam line isolation signal due to low steam line

pressure /high steam flow conditions (see Section 2.3 of Reference 5).

Since the Sequoyah plant has the same type of protection system, these

break sizes are also appropriate for their design.

Key parameters which should be compared to ensure the conservatism of these

blowdowns for Sequoyah are shown in Table 4. As can be seen irom this

table, th- initial steam pressure for Eequoyah is lower making the LOTIC-3

blowdowns greater than those expected for Sequoyah. Also the power levels

for both analyses are essentially equivalent, and the expected steam and

feed line isolation signals would occur much earlier for the Sequoyah

plant than was assumed in the LOTIC-3 analyses. The results of the generic

i

plant analyses are presented in Figures 1-3. Thus, it can be concluded

that the small break analyses in the LOTIC-3 report are conservative

; compared to a Sequoyah nuclear plant small steam line break analyses. )
i

Beginning with the total containment net free volume, each compartment's

heat sinks will be evaluated by its heat transfer area and volume.

1. Containment net free volume - The Sequoyah total net free volume is

1,191,500 ft The generic plant's volume is 1,193,971 ft The.
.

difference is 2470 ft which is less than 0.5% and therefore, will|,

not have any significant affect on the analysis.

.

i . _ . . , . . . . . . _ . _. .. . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2. Structural heat sinks in the major corpartments (i.e., upper, lower,

1

ice condenser) - The heat sinks in the lower compartment are of

primary importance since this compartment is where the break occurs

and consequently sees the most severe environment. The temperatures

in the lower compartment are those which are used to qualify equipment. '

The heat sinks in the upper and ice condenser compartments are of

secondary importance.

The lower compartment comparison illustrates the conservatism of the

generic plants heat sinks. The areas and volumes for the concrete of

the generic plant are 25670 ft and 47808 ft compared to 35790 ft and

349755 ft This comparison reveals a greater concrete heat transfer area.

and heat removal capability for Sequoyah, which would result in a lower

calculated peak temperature. Likewise, the steel heat sink comparison

display a greater heat transfer area and heat removal capability. The

2 3 2generic plant's paraneters are 3955 ft and 167 ft compared to 30770 ft

and 1920 ft for Sequoyah, The heat sinks in the ice condenser are

identical for both plant uses.

The last comparison of ccmpartment heat sinks is in the upper compartment.

The generic plants upper compartment concrete area and volume are 26123
' 3 2 3ft' and 41722 ft respectively, compared to 23920 ft and 29942 ft for

Sequoyah. The steel heat transfer areas and volumes are 41302 ft and

2034 ft for the generic plant and 56060 ft and 23645 ft for Sequoyah.

Although the generic plant does have a greater upper compartment structural

heat removal capability, this is of secondary importance in the analysis

since the ice condenser allows very little steam into the upper compartment,

- _ . - . _ _ . . . _ . .___ _ . _ __ ____- . _ _ _ _
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and the spray system has the capability to cool the upper compartment.

Consequently, the upper compartment's environment is not a severe one

and has little impact on the analysis.

3. . Spray parametets - The spray pump flows at 4750 gpm at 95 F for
-

Sequoyah and 3400 gpm at 100 F for the generic plant. Since the

Sequoyah flows are greater than that of the generic plant and
'

the temperature is cooler, application of the generic parameters'#

is conservative with respect to Sequoyah.

In conclusion, the generic plant's small steam line break temperature

transients are more conservative (result in higher calculated contair. ment

temperatures) than those which would be calculated specifically for

Sequoyah.

,
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TABLE 1

0
GENERIC ICC CONDLNSER l'LANT DE51CN PARMiETERS

.

1. VOLUME

Reae, tor Containment Volume (Net free volume, ft ) _,

670,101Upper Compart=ent

Upper Plenum 47,000

Ice Condenser 86,300

Lowec Plenum 24,200

Lower Compartment (Active) 235,481

Lower Co:partment (Dead Ended) 130,899.

Total Containment Volume 1,193,971

Tech Spec '.*eigh t of Ice in Condenser, Ibs 2.45 x 10'

O

1
|

.

O
.
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TABLE I (Continued)

b 2. STRUCTURAL HEAT SISKS

Area Haterial and Thickness
2

(ft)(ft )
_

A. Upper _ Compartment

1. Polar Crane 1?all,
Centainment Shell, and

Miscellaneous Steel

Slab 1 8915 0.000583 Paint
0.01017 Carbon Steel

Slab 2 31667 0.0005S3 Paint
0.05753 Carbon Steel

Slab 3 720 0.00167 Paint
0.1670 Carbon Steel

2. Refueling Canal and
Miscellaneous Concrete

Slab 4 25443 0.00167 Paint

[*N 1.511 Concrete

Slab 5 680 0.00167 Paint
4.82 Concrete

B. Lever Co=partment

1. Platforms

Slab i 1,375 0.000583 Paint
' O.007813 Carbon Steel

2. Steam Generator Supports
and Reactor Coolant Pu=p

Supports

Slab 2 1,580 0.00583 Paint
0.0605 Concrete

3. Miscellaneous Concrete

Slab 3 23,300 0.00167 Paint
1.645 Concrete

O

_ ... . _ . _ _ . _ .
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TABLE I (Centinued)
D

STRUCTURAL HEAT S1?iKS
.

Area Material and Thickness
2

(ft ) (ft)

, 4. Reactor Cavity
Slab 4 2,370 0.00167 Paint ._

4.0 Concrete

5. Base Floor *

Slab 5 4,228 0.00167 Paint
2.0 Concrete

C. Ice Condenser

1. Ice Baskets

Slab 1 1E0,628 0.00663 Stael

2. Lattice Frames

Slab 2 76,650 0.0217 Steel

D 3. Lower Support Structure

Slab 3_ 28,670 0.0267 Steel

4 Ice Condenser Floor

|
Slab 4 3,336 0.000S33 Paint'

O.333 Concrete

| 5. Cont a i n:nent Wall Panels
and Containment Shell

Slab 's 19,100 1.0 Steel 6 Insulation
o,0625 Steel Shell

,

| Crane Wall Panels and6.
Crane Wall

Slab 6 13,055 1.0 Steel & Insulation
_ 1.0 Concrete

* In contact with s= p.

O

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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TABLE 2

D
SEQUOYAH ICE CONDENSER DESIGN PARRIETERS

*

REACTOR CONTAINP. INT VALUE (NET FREE VOLUME)

Upper Compartment, Ft 651,000

Ice Condenser, Ft -

Lower Plenum 24,200

Ice Bed 86,300

Upper Plenum 47,000

Lower Compartment (active), Ft 289,000

Total Active Volume, Ft 1,097,590

Lower Compartment (dead ended), Ft 94,000

Total Containment Volume, Ft 1,191,500

Reactor Containment Air Compressor Ratio 1.43
O Reactor Power, L'T 3,582

Design Energy Release to Containment
Initial Blowdown Mass Releese, Ib. 543,330

D
Initial Blowdown Energy Release, BTU 334.6 10

Ice Condenser Parameters
6

'a'eight of Ice in Condenser, Ib. 2.45 10

O
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

SEGUOYAH

STRUCTURAL liEAT SINYS

erea Layer and Thickness
Heat Sink Material (ft ) (ft) -

Upper Compartment

1) Operating Deck Concrete 4,880 1.07 concrete

2) Crane Wall Concrete 18,280 0.0005 paint
1.29 concrete

3) Refueling Canal Steel-lined 3,840 0.0208 stainless steel
concrete 1.5 concrete

4) Concrete 760 0.00125 paint
1.5 concrete

5) Containment Shell Steel 49,960 0.000625 paint
& Misc. Steel 0.0403 steel

6) Misc. Steel Steel 2,260 0.000625 paint
0.12 steel

Lower Compartment.

7) Operating Deck Concrete 32,200 1.416 concrete
*

8) Area In Contact Concrete 15,5c0 0.0005 paint
With Sump Water 1.6 concrete

f 9) Concrete 2,830 .00125 paint
1.0 concrete

'

10) Concrete 760 0.0005 paint
1.75 concrete

j 11) Reactor Cavity Steel-lined 2,270 0.02082 stainless steel
I concrc*e 2.0 concrete

12) Misc. Steel Steel 19,500 0.000625 paint
0.0495 steel

13) Misc. Steel Steel 9,000 0.000625 t3 int
0.1008 secel

,
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g TABLE i

Watts Bar Ice Condenser Design Farameters

Reactor Containcent Volume (Net free volume, ft )

Upper Compartment 651,000 .

Upper Plenus 47,000

Ice Condenser 86,200
Lower Plenum 24,200
Lower Co=partment (Active) 289,014
Lower Compartment (Dead Ended) 94,000

Total Containment Volu=e 1,191,414

Reactor Power, MWt 3,579

6Tech Spec Weight of Ice in Condenser, Ibs. 2.45 x 10

D

r%
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)

UATTS BAR ICE CONDENSER DESIGN PARAMETERS,

STRUCTUPAL HEAT SINKS

A. Upper Compartment
.

Area Thickness
,

(ft') (ft)

1. Operating Deck

Slab 1 4880 1.1 Concrete

Slab 2 18280 .0005 Paint
1.4 Concrete

Slab 3 760 .00125 Paint
1.5

2. Shell & Misc.

Slab 5 56331 .000625 Paint
.08 Steel

B. Lower Compartment

1. Operating Deck, Crane Wall, and Interior Concrete

slab 6 31963 1.43 Concrete

2. Operating Deck

Slab 7 2830 .00125 Paint
1.0 Concrete

! Stab 8 760 .0005 Paint
1.75 Concrete

f

- _ _ _
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. NATTS BAR ICE CO::DE:;SE

R DESic"" PARNIETERS:

B. Low,n

er compartment
(con t 'd)

ab _ ..

hk h}h
Area

(ft Thickaess2-
- 4

Floor * N)

Slab 10
15921j,

-

Hisc. Steel 0005
3

1.6 Paint
,

''h?{%f
Concrete

'
28500j C-

Ice Condenser 000625
066 Painti

Ice gagygg, Steel
Jr- -

Slab 19
Qy I80,628,

Lattice Frames
-

0.00663P

SteelSlab 13' ' -
.

3- 76,650g
. Lower Support Structuy

a 0217l

re*

Steel.

Slab 14~

28,6704-

Ice Condenser Floor *

Slab 15 Steel
3,336

0.00s33,3n
contact with sump. 0.333 Paint

Concrete4
. . _

J

l

!
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
.g

STRUCTUPJd, HEAT SINES

Area Thickness

(ft2) (ft)

5. Containment ***all Panels & Containment Shell
Slab 16 19,100 1.0 Steel & Insulation

0.0625 Steel Shell

6. Crane Wall Panels and Crane Wall
Slab 17 13,055 1.0 Steel & Insulation

1.0 Concrete

D

i

|

>

|

~

.--
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TABLE 4

_ KEY PAPX!ETERS AFFECTI!;G SPLIT STEAh! L1!!E BREAKS

Values Used in Values for Values for
4

_Va ria bl e LOTIC-3_Repon Vatts Bar Sequoyah

Full Load Stea:n Pressure ,

(Psia) 1000 1000 860

Plant Power (Mvt) 3425 3425 3423

Time Delay to Feedline Isolation
(sec)

15 <10.9 <6.5
Time Delay to Steam Line Isolation

(S*C)
15 <!3.7 <5,0

t

i

9

es .

4

*

I
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j. The instrumentation inside containment which provides automatic protective E

signals for a nain steam line break is (1) pressurizer pressure;

(2) pressurizer level; (3) and steam line flow. The instrumentation inside

containment which allows the operator to monitor the steam line break
. . _

accident is (1) narrow range steam generator level; (2) pressurizer level;

(3) reactor coolant system wide-range pressure; and (4) reactor coolant

system wide-range temperature.

Qualification type testing for the protype pressure and differential+

pressure transmitters to be used for the above instrumentation is

described in Westinghouse letter NS-CE-1384 (Eicheldinger to Stolz,

March 23, 1977). Qualification type testing of the resistance temperature

detector's for the reactor coolant system is described in section 3-4 of

WCAP 9157, " Environmental Qualification of Safety Related Class lE Process

Instrudhntation." The qualification testing program for the valve motor

operator and position switches is described in Westinghouse letter NS-CE-692.

TVA-purchised valve operators are identical to the Westinghouse supplied

operators described in NS-CE-692. Qualification of TVA-purchased limit

switches will be described when collection of all documentation is complete.i

The tests for TVA-purchased air return fans are described in a reprint

by Joy Manufacturing Company of a paper presented at the 10th Electrical

Insulation Conference held September 20-23, 1971. The tests included

accelerated heat aging and pressure-temperature transients in a saturated

steam, chemical nixture environment. The testing programs for electrical

.-

cables are described in a large number of separate reports. The reports

are under review and will be identified and the tests described by

-

J?* **= - * - ~ + * = - = . . - - . . _
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December 1, 1978. The testing program for penetrations is also under review

and will be identified and described by December 1, 1978.

The temperature inside containment for breaks in the main steam line

will not exceed 327 F. The temperature is calculated for the worst _.

case small oreak which is the controlling case for containment temperature

response. This calculation was done for the generic plant whose parameters

are conservative with respect to or are insignificantly different from

those at Sequoyah. All safety-related electrical equipment that must

perform in this environment is identified in FSAR table 3.11-3 and discussed

in FSAR section 8.3.1.2.3. Manufacturer model, and type numbers are

identified in all test reports. With the exception of the electrical

cable and penetration tests which are being reviewed, all the testing

subjected the equipment and instruments to temperature ranging from

330 F to 370 F. In most of these tests, these temperatures were brought
I

about by rapid temperature increase requirements which resulted in the

!
actual temperature profile overshooting the required maximum temperature.

In other cases, unplanned elevated temperatures resulted in conservative

overtesting. The actual testing of this equipment at or above 330 F

qualifies it for service at 327 F. Where actual test temperatures are

found to be insufficient to qualify electrical cables or penetrations,

for service at 327 F, retesting will be performed and reported, prior

to fuel loading.

Recent testing developments for production run pressure and differential
. - .

pressure transmitters require further evaluation before a final statement

can be made regarding qualification of these instruments. A conclusior,

will be submitted when these generic issues are resolved. An evaluation
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of the separation and independence of equipment necessary to mitigate

the effects of a main steam line break inside containment was done

according to requirements of the pipe break evaluation inside containment.

Sensors, cables, and other equipment, were included in the evaluation.

See section 3.6 of the FSAR for details of the evaluation criteria. Where -

unacceptable interactior.s were identified, sensing lines, conduit, and

other equipment were coved or protected to provide the required separation

and redundancy of mitigation equipment. See Figure 1.2-11 for the physical

layout of the steam generators and main steam lines. Independence between

steam generators, as required by the plant safety analyses, is providad

by the system design, the physical layout, and by modifications made as

a result of the pipe break evaluation inside containment. See Section 3.6

of the FSAR for details of the pipe break evaluation.
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